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ABSTRACT 

Under certain assumptions, the vertical notion in. tho low and Middle 
troposphere is direoted upward in regions where the relative vortioity 
decreases downstream along the streamlines at SCO mfc. and inverse* Compu- 
tations eoTsring sixteen observed oharts show that in general at least 
some rainfall reaohes the ground where upward motion should be present 
following the above* Fourteen oharca giving actual 24-hour predictions 
show that this approach oan be used to aid in the forecasting of precipi- 
tation patterns* 

e e e 

Shortly after the end of World War I, J« Bjerknes and Solberg (1) 
published their famous paper on the formation )f rain* Since then, fore- 
casters in many parts of the world hare availed themselves of the precipi- 
tation models given in their daily praotioal routing. The faot that the 
models hare survived for thirty years in fnreoast offiees is outstanding 
testimony of their value* 

Nevertheless, as pointed out from time to time (of. 2), departures 
from the models on oooaslon may be substantial* It is appropriate; there- 
fore, to inquire into the oiroumstanees under which these departures 
occur, and thus to facilitate their prediction. We oan follow one possible 
avenue by relating precipitation areas to the wind patterns of the high 

Participated under researoh oontraots between the Offloe of Naval 
Research and ths University of Chioage* 

^Participated while on detached service as students at the University 
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troposphere that have reoeived nraoh attention in reoent ywars.. 8t*ri»ett (j) 
has found good oorralatior.fi between the Jet stream and preoipitation* More 
reoently. Norquest (4) notad that om the United States nearly all preolpl•• 
tation areas of large site •- covering several states or sore —•• are con 
neoted with the Jet strean and that »«en the majority of saaller patohy 
areas •-• op to the sise of a state •-• are linked to the high level flow. 
Thus the proposed line of inquiry is not an illogieal one. Moreover,, methods 
hare now been developed (5, 6) that permit ealeulation of the prognostlo 
wind field alcft for twenty four hours, and these may be eapable of extension 
in time* If we oar find some fairly unique relation between preeipitatlon 
and the upper flow, we would then be in a position to direotly oompute th» 
areas where preoipitation should not be predicted from the high-level 
prognostie chart* 

Following previous articles on the relations between the vortioity field 
of the atmosphere and large scale vertieal motion (7, 8, 9), we shall write 
an expression that relates the Tertloal motion of the lower troposphere to 
the Tortioity field of the upper troposphere* We do not desire an elegant, 
oomplete mathematical expression but a tool that oan be used readily by fore- 
easters who hare the equipment of oonverttional forecast offioes at their 
disposal* 

Derivationt In the area* of general oyojonle preoipitation, mass con 
rergenee in the lower troposphere g.'.res way to divergence at seme upper 
level* This we know not from direct observation &.* vartieal motions but 
from the fact, known since 'the early dayi of meteorology, that in the vast 
majority of eases the surface pressure either- falls or ehanges slowly in 
preoipitation tones* Although the height h.. at whioh the reversal takes 
place, may vary widely (10), it generally lies below the levels used for 
the upper wind prognosis* We shall try to asoertain the sign of the vertii-al 
motion at this elevation* 

In its oomplete form, the equation of oontlnuity reads 

M 

where    )    is the density. V the horisontal velooity, w the vertical Telooitj, 
s the vartieal coordinate, and   "V  denotes the hori*>«ntal gradient*    Inte- 
grating from the height h of the surface of nondivergenee to the top of the 
atmosphere or, for practical purposes, to some level well inside the strato- 
sphere,  perhaps 100 mb. 

fw]        :    J^K * "' *f> **•  +jf W JL. 
(2) 

We shall now negleot the first te m or» the right h*nd side and assume that 
the mass divergence above h insult* from the velooity dlvergenee* Such 
an assumption, of course, oan fi;4 its Justification only in the final 
result* We have reason, hove-»o<. to suspect that the assumption is not a 
bad one* The local derivative of density with time is known to be sneller 
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by orders of magnitude than the othir terns* More important, the Integration 
here performed usually includes parts of troposphere and stratosphere* It is 
well known that the sign of lo*»al density rarlation and of density sdTeotion 
reverses with warm adveotion in the stratosphere, and the inverse also holds* 
Thus the net density adveotion between a tropospherio surfaoe of non-divergence 
and the higher stratosphere may be olose to sero* 

With the above assumptions 

f*l -jC^'VA». (,) 
Given a perfeot upper wind prognosis, no further steps are required, Is 

general, however, this is impractical. The definition of divergence is 

•v-g.+vfc, 
where s is the horizontal coordinate along the streamlines,, n the normal axis 
pointing to the left of the streamlines, and <£. the angle betweer. the s axis 
and some fixed coordinate, usually taken along the latitude circles. In most 
cases, the two terms comprising the divergence are of opposite sign, i*e* the 
g-jostrophie wind is a first approximation to the field of motion* V»V is 
a small residual between two large terms, and even the best wind prognosis 
is not apt to give this residual with anything approaching accuracy. 

It is desirable, therefore, to eliminate the divergence from equation (3)* 
We can do this by introducing the vortieity equation, a technique employed in 
the literature quoted earlier* The definition of the relative vortieity 4*^. is 

ft • "f+v£, 
where yj ** R  is the curvature of the streamline radius* By observation, 
the two terms of thi-j expression very often have the same sign* Thus upper 
wind prognoses oan give a fair distribution of the vortieity field, even though 
it is a ddri-ratHnr quantity of the wind field* We shall proceed on this basis* 

The vortieity equation reads 

where Q    is the vertioal component of the absolute vortieity and d/dt is the 
substantial derivative* Inserting (4) in (3), 

For evaluation, we must break the substantial derivative into its partial 



oopponent** By definition, 

if if" +V— * v 
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In this expression, the tarn Vy* y^T is likely to be very small, tinoe in the 
integral orer the whole upper portion of the atmosphere a oontribntion can come 
about only by fluxes through the bottom. Similarly Sp" usually is small com- 

pared toVg^* Thie statement expresses the observation that in general the 

upper air patterns move muoh more slowly than the wind itself* For the most 
part then it is reasonable to retain the advertiv* term alone* Occasionally. 

*£ oan be large, namely when the center of an intense jet stream is displaced 
from one side of a foreoast dlstrlot to the other. Then, the relative vortiolty 
of the jet stream level oan ohange by as muoh as 2f to 3f in 24 hours, where f 
is the Coriolis parameter. We hive not investigated oases of this kind. It may 
become necessary to do so in future work. 

With the foregoing oonsiderations. 

/»** - -ffv$H«- (6) 

The absolute vortiolty £ - f • Gj>    and it* gradient *5is - /* • /ii» 

Throughout the middle latitudes *£^c "**  10"5 aeo"1 (5° lat)"1. Bear tho 

level of strongest wind ***^j r,;* th« •agnif.ud'* of 10**4 see"1 (6° lat)"*1 in the 

vicinity of jet stream axea. Although vhis value will be reduced by the vertioal 
integration, the gradients of relative vortiolty far overshadow those of the 
Coriolis parameter. In region* where they do not, it is best not to apply the 
'.eohjuque here outlined, beotus* of the assumptions made in this paper ftnd tho 
limitations of the wind p.-ognoai». In cor estimate, the gradient of relative 
vortiolty when measured at 500 mb should amount to at least 5 x 10"3 beo 
(10° lat)' to serve as b.*!* ior rainfall computation. 

Negleoting the Coriolis parameter, we hive finally 

i 

*--Jtff-V&l«''&d*' (7) 

It is seen that in this expression nothing oan ohange the sign of w^ 
exeept reversals of the vortiolty gradient. As stated initially, we desire 
to find the areas in whlah preoipitation will ooour, not the precipitation 
amounts* aquation (7) would not be suitable for the latter parpose anyhow 
for various reasons. It is merely our hypothesis that some preoipitation 
generally reaches the ground in areas where w^ is positive* We shall ooae 
baok to this later on* At any rate, since we do not wish to find the magnitude 
of WQ, we oan say that., provided the vertical integral oan be represented by 
oonditions on a suitable surfaoe within the upper layer, in particular SCO mb. 

sign of wh sign of & ^- *>L*.     <*> 
: 

' 
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Herewith wt hare arrived at as expression that is accessible to simple 
oaloulation. Given an upper air prognostic chart, we oan wake a vorticity 
analysis and then delineate the preeipitation areas. Cloudiness and precipi- 
tation should prevail in regions where the vortioity deoreases downstream aTong 

kihe the streamlines* Fair weather should prevail where it increases dtmmstroasT 
along the streamlines. Here it should be noted that equation {8J Involves only 
IKe vortioity gradient, not the sign of the vortioity lteelf. We oan obtain 
the sane gradient by a change from antioyolohio to oyolonlo vortioity; by a 
change from weak tr» strong oyolonlo vortioity! and by a change from strong to 
weak antioTolonlo vortioity* 

The next section outlines a praotieal routine for preparation of the 
vortioity analysis* 

Vortioity computation and analysist Considerable portions of observed 
upper air oharts correspond to frequently repeating models (ll) from whioh the 
foreoaster oan deduoe the distribution of clear sad oloudy areas at a glanoe* 
Other regions, howerer, deviate from the simple models perfooted to date* In 
praotice, it is easiest to c*\tute vhe vortioity distribution for the whole 
map without regard :u »ad*l** Evaluation of the field o* geostrophio vortioity 
is not sufficient for this purpose in the high troposphere* The foreoaster 
requires a streamline—isotaoh prognosis (5) as basis for his calculations. 
Givm sucht a prognosis, the vortioity analysis oan be made with the following 
six steps* 1 

(1) On each streamline, mark off the segments that have straight flow, 
oyolonioally curved flow, and antioyolonioally curved flow* 

(2) Evaluate kV, best done with the aid of a transparent overlay (Pig* 1)< 
Thic consists of oonoentrio ares with radii ranging from 250 km to 3000 km, 
drawn to fit the map scale and projection used. 

(a) Set the overlay over the base map and superimpose the are 
whioh gives the best fit to the stream!'ne curvature through 
the point in questioni 

(b) read the value of the radius for the appropriate latitude; 

(o) road the value of V direetly from the isotaoh analysis; 

(d) enter the upper portion of figure 2 with these quantities 
and read kV in units of 10"6seo" . 

(e) write the value obtained next to the point at whioh it 
applies, marking all oyolonJo vortioities with a'* sign 
and all antioyolonlo vortioities with a - sign* 

(f) repeat the procedure at frequent intervals along eaoh 
streamline* 

Figure 1 has been constructed by C* 0. Jenista, figure 2 by H* Riehl 
and C* 0* Jenista* The method for preparing the vortioity computation largely 
follows instructions prepared by C* 0* Jenista. 

N i 
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It ia convenient to oirole the values obtained* 

(3)  Now oompute "x*   at a11 P°*nt* for *ni°h we have deterainbd kV and 
also at frequent intervals in area* of straight streamline*. 

(a) Plaoe the appropriate An interval of 2.5*- latitude normal 
to the streamlines and eentered on the point to whioh the 
computation applies) 

(b) from the isotath analysis read the Telocity difference over 
the distance off % 

(0) 

(d) 

ent6r the lover left portion of figure 2 with the shear valne 

and reed — 4£    following the horizontal lines to the right hand 

margin, again in units of 10"° see # More simply, we also can 
divide the Telocity difference by 5 for Instance, if the 
speed is .00 knots at one end of a 2.5° latitude interval and 
50 knots et the other end, 'AV* " 50 knots, and [ifI - 
10 1 10"5 a**"1, »W 

enter the values of ~"TyT on the map at the computed points, 

again appropriately marking them • for oyeIonic and - for 
antieye Ionic shear. 

(4) Determine the relative vortioity at all points. Where we have values 

for kV or -*&    only, these give the relative* vortioity. At points) where we 

have computed values of shear and ourvature- we add these* The sign of the 
larger term determines the sign of the relative vortioity in eases where the 
two term* give opposing contributions. 

(5) Draw isoiines cf equal relative rortieity. 

(6) Shade the areas where the vortioity decreases along the streamlines. 
Here we should expect precipitation. Everywhere else we should expect no 
preoipitation. 

After some practice, a foreoaster can oarry out the oomplete analysis 
for the United States in 30 minutes. 

11 
i 

Sample computation! Figure 3 illustrates a typioal streamline-isotaoh 
pattern. We shall aakT sample computations at points A and B. 

Example 1 at point At 

(a) With the overlay (Fig. l) determine the radius of curvature - 
1200 kmt 

Note the velooity at the point *-• 60 knots 1 enter the upper 
portion of figure 2 following the line 60 knots and read the 
value of kV - 2.4 units at the intersection with the inter- 
polated horizontal line for r * 1200 kt.. 
Determine the sign — negative for anticyolonio ourvature 
and enter value of -2.4 at A. 
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(b) Again u$ing the oxerlay (Fig* l) note the isotach difference 
OTer 2*6° latitude, taken perpendicular to the streamlines — 
25 knots* 
Enter the lover portion of figure 2 and along the interpolated 
horitontel line following ^V " 25 knot* read }$£] • 5 unit*. 

Thie would also have been obtained by dlrlsion of 25 by 5* 
Determine the sign — negative for antioyolonio shear — and 
enter the value of -6 at L. 

(o) Sum the two values and obtain -7.4 units, for praetioal 
purposes -7 whole units, for the value of the relative 
vortieity at A* 

Sxample 2 at point Bi 

(a) Following the above routine, the radius of curvature is 720 lot 
(oyolonio), the velocity 90 knots, and kV • •€ units* 

(b) Assuming the speed at the jet axis to be 110 knots, the shear 
(oyolonio) is 35 to 40 knots through B* Using 40 knots, 

•^p "7,4 units* 

(o) The relative vcrtiolty »t B is 15 units* 

It is important to note that in the region of antioyolonio curvature north of 
the jet stream, the curvature terms are negative and the shear terms positive* 
In the region of oyolonio our^mture south of the jet oenter, 4,ha  ourvature 
terms are positive and the shear terms negative* In those areas the tei 
give opposing contributions. 

Hear the level of maulmum wind, values of oyolonio relative vortioity at 
times may ezoeed SO units (Sf at latitude 40°)* Values of antioyolonio vor- 
tioity, however, should only rarely ezoeed If* Greater values would mean nega- 
tive absolute rotation in space* The lower right hand diagram of figure 2 oan 
be used for a quick cheok on the ratio of relative vortieity to Coriolis 
parameter at different latitudes. 

Verifyottlon of equation (8) on observed mapsi Sinoe the method of 
precipitation foreoast here proposed is based on a phycioal approach — use 
of vortioity and continuity equations — it should beoome apparent quickly 
whether the simplifications made are serious* Sixteen actual oases have been 
oomputed for verification purposes, four in October, four in November and 
eight in Deoember 1951* Considering that the evaluation oovcred the whole 
United States, thi» statistloal sample whioh oomprises 54 precipitation areas 
is quite large. 

We proceeded as follows* At first, we shaded on the observed SOO-mb 
charts (all 0400Z) the areas where prooipitation should be oecurring. We 
-•her superimposed with different ahadinr tho areas where preoipitation (not 
including trices) did occur in the six hours ending at Q630Z.1 We regarded 

*AB taken from the charts prepared at the Chicago Forecast Center of 
the United States Weather Bureau. 

••t 
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this six-hourly preoipltation period which straddle* the time at which soundings 
are taken as a fairer means of verification than an instantaneous picture. 
Where the areas of predicted tnd observed preoipltation ooisoide, we have 
verification. Figure 4 reproduces all oomputen charts for the reader's own 
judgment* In our opinion, they are sufficient.;, successful to warrant reoom- 
mending the method* Several comments follow! 

(1) In some cases, verification is good in parts, tut extensive precipi- 
tation also ooourred that was not predioted* This preoipltation (marked dotted 
in figure 4) consisted of showers in polar continental air surging southward to 
the rear of a cyclone, while the frontal preoipltation was confined to the region 
of verifioation* We had preTiously suspeoted —- and it was herewith proven -••• 
that our method may not be able to piok up suoh shower activity whieh is largely 
the result of theroodynamio Instability in the lowest levels* The precipitating 
olouds may nowhere extend beyond the 850-mo level and the compensation for 
organised upward motion near the ground, if any, takes plaoe well below SCO mb. 
Looal effects, suoh as shewers on the lee side of lakes, fall in the same 
Classification, On the other hand, the effect of large-scale topographic 
features, suoh as the Rooky Mountains as a whole, should be raflooted at 300 mb. 

(2) Our treatment has assumed that preoipltation reaches the ground in 
all areas where the vertical motion is upward at the surface of non-divergence. 
This oennot be entirely true* The air entering a tone of  upward action from 
the rear will require some time to r< ich the condensation level* If the moisture 
oonteat is very low or tt.e number of nuolei in the air insufficient or toe large, 
preoipltation may not reach the ground* Again, ahead of general rain or snow 
arwas, virga and preoipltation aloft may be observed over considerable dis- 
tances, all th^s suggests that the ooaputed preoipltation areas should be too 
large, and to some oxtent this turned out to be true* Future work should take 
this into account. At this time, it Is perhaps most important to emphasice 
that the omission of all moisture parameters apparently has proved to introduoe 
only minor errors, oontrary to fears voioed at the start of the study* 

(3) According to the initial discussion, the precipitation on our oharts 
should have ooourred primarily in areas of pressure fall. We eheoked this 
point with the use of 12-h^ur pressure ohange charts* Ho one will be surprised 
to hear that tho verifioation was very good* 

(4) We add the following oonoorning some of the maps of figure 4* 

October 21 

October 22 

November 16 

Montana and southwest Canada* 
due to lack of data. 

No vortioity analysis 

Data in Paolfio Northwest sufficient for analysis in 
this oase and verifioation obtained. 

Poorest map by far* A large area of very light snow 
lies under a 300-mb trough extending southeastward 
from the Great Lakes* Vortioity gradients are very 
weak. This case requires further study. 

November 25 lj. 3. "Canadian border in northwestt 
«nalysis doubtful* 

Searee data and 

> 
• 1 
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November 27 

;*>* either 5 

Deoember 7 

Deoember 14 

Principal 
Failures 

Large precipitation area in northeast indioatad to limit 
of forsoait area* 

Oregon and Washingtoni Pallure probably due to inability 
to looate Jet eenter off fleet Coast. 

Vortieity gradient weak orsr Rookies* Preoipitatlon 
•eattared with elear skies reported by neighboring 
stations• 

Very few observations near Montana-Canadian border. 
Vortieity analysis uncertain. 

General - November 16 
hast of Salt Lake - November 26 
Hew Tork •• December 5 

Prognostic Freelpitation Patterns* Prognostie 24-hour precipitation 
eharts war* prepared for 14 day* during November and Deoea&er 1961, 
baaed on upper wind prognoses prepared by Dr. ?. Dofant, CO. Jonista 
and R. Renard* Pigure 6 shows all prognostie eharts made* The verifi- 
cation seeured was remarkably good, especially if it is considered that 
all the work waa in the experimental stage, including the wind foreeaat. 
The reader will note that the verification progressively improved >.rom 
beginning to end of the trial period* Some comments follow* 

November 28   Southeastt Latitude of jet center predioted too far 
north* 
Central U. S.-Canadian bordert "Over-forecast*! laok 
of experience on first prognosis. 

Northeast! On fringe of foreeaat area* Probably should 
not have been entered* 

November 29 

November SO "High index" map with wwak systems. 
Indiana and Ohloi Trough passed with amoh cloudiness 
but no measured rain* Vortioity field weak* 
Coloradoi Considerable cloudiness, weak vortioity 
field. 

Deoember 1 

Deoember 4 

Deoember 6 

Deoember 7 

Deoember 8 

Deoember 11 

High index trough with muoh oloudiness west of Great 
Lakes* 

Northwest Paoiflo and California outside foreeaat area. 
General poor verification due t-» failure of wind prognosis. 

Southeastt Error in wind forecast* 

Limit of prognosis at 106°W* 

Vortioity gradients weak in north near 100*W. 

New Mexicot Discrepancy due to rapid icward displace- 
ment of Jet oenter from Paoiflo Ocean. 
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Southeasts Failure due to rapid advance of jet from 
Mexico, outaide data. 

Deoember i2   Northwestj No date for reliable prognosis. Southern 
Californiaj Predicted correctly by alternate forecaster 
who brought jet eecter in at ooast from Pacific* 

December 14   No prognosis made for northwest — lack of data* 
Arizonat Vortieity gradient weak* Apparently some 
•verification. 
West-central U. Si Computed precipitation furnished 
important clue for rapid development of major snowstorm, 
predicted to form later with other considerations* 

December 15   Large precipitation area west of Great Lakes pointed 
out as unlikely at time of forecast* Difficulty in 
locating jet center coming in from Canada due to 
sparse data* 
Eastern U.S.* Split: precipitation area did not verify, 
but formation of secondary storm in southeast was 
suggested, and this occurred. 

December 18   Nc fcreeas-c made for northwest. 

Conclusion* The result* of this study, covering the verification of 16 
obser^d and 14 prognostic charts, are sufficiently impressive in our opinion 
to warrant continued work with this method* We hope that it will stimulate 
Attempts to go from qualitative to quantitative precipitation forecasts at 
forecast centers* We also wish to point out that the method is not res brietad 
to 24-hour prognoses, but will apply to any time interval for whioh upper wind 
predictions are made* 

In order for the forecasts to verify, good prognostic 300-mb charts must 
be available* Although the frequency cf wind observations at this level has 
inereasad considerably ia reoent yeare, ther» is still a dearth of winds os 
many days. If our results are aooepted, it follows that high-level observa- 
tions are of far greater importance for predictions for the general public 
than believed to date* For this reason we would like to recommend that the 
network of rawins over the United Statea should be increased to at least the 
density of the radiosonde network; that the agenuice responsible for observa- 
tions nake or«ry  effort possible to obtain all 300-mb or SO,000-foot winds 
at all times; and that the winds and radiosonde data for the high levels be 
transmitted at the earliest possible moment, therewith eliminating the 
stigma of "second transmission.* Finally, the reports of high-altitude air- 
craft, now completely inaccessible, should be plaoed at the disposal of the 
forecasters* 

Ac keowle dgment 

This study was carried out as part of an advanced course in forecasting 
offered by the University of Chicago on the premises of the Chioago Forecast 
Center of the United States Weather Bureau* W. wish to express our gratitude 
to Mr. Gordon £. Dunn, Official in Charge, for generously placing all the 
facilities of his office at our disposal* 
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Figure It Overlay to determine — dius of stream- 
line curvature in tens km. AH intervals on 
right margin of overlay give distance corres- 
ponding to 2.5° latitude for different lati- 
tudes. All numbers are applioable to base 
map in use at University of Chicago. A 
corresponding overlay oan be drawn up for 
any map soale and projection. 

Figure 2. Nomogram for computation 
of relative vorticity. Text 
contains directions for use. 

Etompie of Computation of Vorticity 

Figure 3. Map for sample oomputation of relative vorticity 
carried out in text. 
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Figure 4 

U u 

Areas where relative vorticity decreased downstream at 300 mb 
on sixteea observed msps October to December, 1951, 0400Z 
(shading oriented NB-SW)l and observed eix hourly preoipitation 
ending at 06S0 for the sane days (shading oriented NW-SE for 
frontal preoipitation, dotted for low level showers during 
polar outbreaks and lake preoipitation)* Verifioation is 
obtained where shadings overlap. 
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